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vacuum chamber has been studied by Laalett, Neil, and Sessler (lJ.JS), who showed that under certain circumstances the finite resistivity of the vacuum walls could cause growing oscUlations. In most accelerators, the rf acceleration mechanism generates azimuthal non-uniformity of particle density, and consequently the work of IRS is not applicable to the analysis of transverse instabilities of the beam. In this work we treat a complementary idealization to that of IRS--namely, a beam consisting of a number of bunches which are assumed to have no coherent motion of the internal degrees of freedom.
We have not, in this paper, studied coherent modes within a bunch. We expect that in the absence of TBndau damping some of these modes will be unstable, but we also expect that the synchrotron motion will introduce considerable Landau damping and that--in practice--these modes will not impose a restraint upon beam intensity.
TIle physical concepts which form the basis of resistive instnhil1ties have been expounded in LNS; there is no need to repeat the discussion here. However, the physics for bunches of particles is, perhaps, somewhat more transparent than that for a uniform beam, and consequently we present it in Section II. Section III contains the body of the analysis, CUlminating in a dispersion relation involving the solution of a set of homogeneous equations. The consequences of the dispersion relation are explored in Section IV, first for a single bunch, secondly for bunches which have different numbers of particles, thirdly for equally spaced bunches of equal numbers, fourthly (numerically) for intermediate cases, and finally for unequal bunch spacings. An Appendix i6 devoted to analysis of a function--the Bunch Function--which plays a fundamental role in the theory.
The reader interested only in results may turn directly to Section IV; readers not interested in mathematics but wantin~to "understand" the phenomena may find Sections II and IV adequate.
A report on part of this work was presented at the Particle II. PHYSICAL CONSIDERATIONS In this section we limit our attention to the case of a single bunch having no internal degrees of freedom. The analysis could readily be extended to include many bunches, and also to include spreads in particle revolution frequency (and hence Landau damping), but the resulting analysis would then become more cumbersome than that emp]oyed in Section III where the completely general problem is considered.
The olmplif1ed prohlem of this sect.ion hUB o]renoy been treated I~') in the literature; , we repeat the discussion becauae (i) it io 00 relevant to an appreciation of the contents of this paper, (ii) it is much more transparent than previous discussions (Ref. 1) or the analysis of Section III, and (iii) it is rather brief.
The physical basiB of the inst~billty 18 that In a resistive vacuum tank, fields due to a particle decay only very slovly in time after the particle has left. The decay can be so slav that vhen a bunch returns after one (or more) revolutions it is subject to its own residual field vhich--depending upon its phase relative to the vake field--can lead to damped or undamped tranverse motion. We need, as a first ingredient, the solution to the electromagnetic problem and this has been given by a number of authors. 5 , 6, 7, 8 From Ref. 8 ve knov that a particle of charge Ne passing the point z = 0 at time t = 0 vhile traveling vith speed~c down a straight pipe of circular cross section and radius b and oscillating transversely vith displacement E exp(+lint) vill exert a force on a particle of charge e having speed~c and passing the point z at time t given by 
To find the fields associated with bunches of arbitrary shape, we use the somewhat indirect (but transparent) method of first finding the field due to a single particle at the position of another single particle, and then superimposing the results. Consider, therefore, a single particle--the !th particle--circulating with angular velocity illO and oscillating transversely wIth angular frequency VillO and amplitude E (we assume that all particles have the same angular ve locity rna).
The dipole moment per unit length due to this particle is p(s,t}
where e is the charge of the particle, 6 is the periodic delta p function, is the tranaverse phase, and S r is the azlmuthal location of the particle at t = O. Substituting Eq. (3.7) in Eq. (3.6), we find
where a = e • A -ill_ t r U and we have introduced the function G(a,v).
for 0 < a::: 21l , and is defined to be periodic in a with period 21f for other values of a [equivalent to starting the summation over k , in Eq. (3.9), with the smallest integer greater than -a/21l ].
The Appendix is devoted to 8. study of the properties of this function;
it~ontain8 alternative representations, approximate formulas, numerical values, and Borne general theorems which will be employed subsequently.
B. Particle Dynamics
From Eq. (3.8) the force per unit charge on a particle moving with velocity t3c, due to the oscillation and longitudinal motion of the rth particle, is:
G( e -e ,V) r G where P is given by Eq. (3.7), and a = B r + mot -e. Consider the motion of 8 particle--the !th particle, subject to the force of Eq. We study the normal modea of oscillation of an arbitrary collection of particles by assuming they all oscillate coherently, vith transverse angular frequency 'Ina. Thus the motion of the 6th particle is described by:
vhere vBmO ia the frequency of free oscillation of the 8th particle.
To proceed further, ve assume that the particles are bunched tightly into M bunches, each of length 
In the summation over m we must treat the nth bunch specially; for all other hunches the bunch function may be treated as a constant and removed from the integraL Within the nth bunch we use Eqs. (A12) and (An) It is interesting to consider the case of a very large accelerator --that Is, a particle moving down a long straight resistive pipe. Is it stable or unstable with respect to transverse 06cillations7 To study this case, we take the limit of Eq. (4.4) as R~00. Introducing 1n place of V, the distance,~~, that the particle travels during whereas from Eqo (3.23) it is seen that the growth rate (when above threshold) is independent of the degree of bunching.
C. Equally Spaced Bunches of Equal Intensity
In some circumst8nces--usually for beams of extremely 
in which all the coefficients are independent of n. The matrix is cyclic and the solution veIl-known. In particular, let A more detailed study of these regularities lIes beyond the scope of the present paper and vl11 have to be left to future Investigations. 
a relation which can be inferred for small e from the approximations (A12) and (A13), but which we have not yet demonstrated for all e.
This result indicates that, with bunches of fintte length, there will always be unstable modes corresponding to relative motion within a bunch. We believe, however, that these modes Will, in practice, be stabilized by Landau damping, as stated in the Introduction. (1965) during which the authors enjoyed the hospitality of the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center. We would like to thank our hosts, and acknowledge many illuminating discussions with the various other participants. We also profited from conversations, with colleagues from many lands, held during the conference on storage ringa 1n
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In this Appendix we analyze the Bunch Function G(e,v), which 1s defined by:
21t.
where k ranges over nonnegative integers, V i8 nonintegral, and o < e <~. Outside this range of e, G(8,v) is defined by the periodic continuation of Eq. (AI). There is evidently no difficulty in passing to the limit 9'"~, and we define G( Therefore an alternate form for G is 8,v) .co
Ith the sign of (i/n -v)! chosen so that its real part is positive.
2. Sumn~tion formulas and approximations.
For computational purposes it is convenient to compute the sum (AI) over a finite number of terms and to estimate the remainder. We need only carry out the procedure leading to Eq. (A4) with the sum from k = M to 00 converted to an inter,ral: 
Addition theorem.
We wish to evaluate the sum S defined as (9,'11) . Bp
Note that the deriVAtion given In the horly of the paper is not subject to criticism, since for any larRe (but not fantastically large) R, the sum employed in the definition of G(S,V) completely avoids contributions from the small region where the skin depth exceeds the vacu~~chamber wall thickness. The dots are cases in whIch the imaginary part of the eigenvalues are positive; crosses correspond to negative imaginary parts. A.
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